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Abstract 

The threat of climate change means monitoring greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations at 

the atmospheric level is significant in maintaining the health of the planet. The high-altitude 

ballooning (HAB) project aims to measure GHG levels by launching a payload equipped with 

environmental sensors into the stratosphere. In this third iteration of the project, the team set two 

goals: (1) to obtain a full flight of continuous data collection and real-time transmission of 

environmental data during the flight. During the first successful flight in December, we met the 

goal of real-time data transmission mid-flight was partially successful as we were not able to 

receive packets of data at a continuous interval of time. Unfortunately, unexpected strong wind 

currents forced the payload to land in the Atlantic Ocean, where it was irretrievable. It is 

unknown whether improvements we made to the payload design led to a successful collection of 

a full flight’s worth of data. The next test in March consisted of carrying the payload to the 

summit of Mt. Wachusett. This test was a success as the base station received data continuously 

from the payload transmitter when adequate line of sight was maintained. Overall, we made 

significant progress in the continued development of the HAB project by creating a data 

transmission system and improving the reliability of our data collection 
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Executive Summary  

 The High Altitude Balloon (HAB) project consists of a helium filled weather balloon 

launched into the upper atmosphere to collect atmospheric data and study climate change in New 

England. The project is a continuation of the previous MQPs with the aim to measure and 

monitor environmental data from at high altitudes of 20,000 to 80,000ft over a longer period. 

The goal is to monitor and study the changes in air quality in the atmosphere. Environmental 

monitoring serves a vital scientific role by revealing long-term trends that can lead to new 

knowledge and understanding, as well as prevent the planet from any catastrophic events. This is 

the third year WPI has run this project and we built upon the work done by the past two teams. 

Every year two launches take place, one in November and the other in March. For our 

contribution to this project, we had two major goals: (1) design a real-time wireless data 

collection system for the flight, and (2) ensure data collection during the entire duration of the 

flight at the ground by setting up a base station. Due to complications in the project, we did not 

launch in November but rather on December 5th and our March launch had to be changed into a 

ground test which occurred on March 19th. A further goal of the project was to also be able to 

transmit real-time live pictures making the livestream interesting visually to outside observers. 

 To achieve our first goal of collecting a full flight's worth of data, aspects of the previous 

team’s payload were redesigned. The payload is primarily a Styrofoam box with the sensors 

embedded into the wall to face the exterior of the payload and the other equipment like the Spot 

Tracker, a GPS tracker, are kept inside. The changes to the payload will ensure that the wires are 

much less likely to become disconnected mid-flight and at the time of launch when the payload 

experiences strong forces due to strong wind currents and lift-off. Also added to the payload was 

a new GPS sensor which gave the project redundancy for critical data. The new GPS sensor 
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allowed the transmission of GPS data from a second source other than the existing Spot Tracker. 

Lastly, new radio hardware which is better able to transmit flight data.  

To collect data mid-flight of our balloon, we needed to establish a wireless connection 

with the payload. This was a difficult task because wireless communications at extended ranges 

suffer from the signal loss effects of radio wave propagation. Therefore, we designed a system 

that can operate at the lowest frequencies possible and with the largest amount of transmitting 

power and high antenna gains to achieve the best possible coverage area of our system. We 

created a base station receiver to be placed underneath our predicted flight paths to collect our 

live data, and this base station includes Bolton Technical’s Long Ranger directional antenna, 

attached to a 24V stepper motor with 1.8° per step controlled by an ESP32 to maintain 

directional pointing at the balloon. Next, we installed a lightweight, waterproof, omnidirectional 

antenna operating at 900-930 MHz aboard the payload to transmit our data from the payload. 

Further, we acquired two identical 902-928 MHz radios which were programmed to be a Tx-Rx 

pair, coupled with their respective antennas, and they allowed us to encode and decode our 

digital data to send through the antennas. Lastly, we developed a set of Python scripts to 

establish an interface between the computers and the radios, enabling us to send data to a 

receiver on the ground in flight. We took this one step further by also using the Python scripts to 

display the received data live using MathWorks ThingSpeak API.  

 To maintain consistency with the launches from the previous two MQP projects, the 

team chose launch dates in mid-November and mid-March as the project runs annually. We also 

chose Lincoln Park in Albany, NY as our launching point to maintain consistency.  We 

performed our November 21st launch attempt there, however, we failed to launch our payload. 

However, due to weather forecasts for the Dec 5th launch day, the launch site was moved further 
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east to Cobleskill, NY, to avoid the payload from landing in the Atlantic Ocean. This was 

predicted to keep our payload from landing in the ocean but was ultimately unsuccessful. For our 

March launch, we were unable to do a full flight test due to inclement weather on the planned 

day of the launch, March 19th. Therefore, we performed a ground test at Mt. Wachusett the next 

day, March 20th.  

The team sought suitable base station locations for each launch. An ideal location is near 

the midpoint of the balloon’s flight path, and at the highest possible point of elevation with an 

unobstructed view of the payload. These features reduce interference in order to receive high-

quality feedback, while also remaining within range of the payload’s transmitter. We conducted 

flight simulations based on the payload’s weight, desired rate of ascent, balloon size, and desired 

burst altitude using Cambridge University Spaceflight Landing Predictor. However, simulated 

flight paths depend on the time of the year and weather conditions and could only be conducted 

up to a week in advance. So, we chose possible base station locations within a week of the 

launch date to ensure they were close to the flight path. To determine the accessibility of a site, 

we used Google Earth’s satellite imaging for locating cleared public lands underneath the 

predicted flight path. The base station locations we chose were: Petersburg Pass (Nov. 21st), Mt. 

Greylock Visitor Center (Dec. 5th), and Mt. Wachusett Base Lodge (Mar. 20th). 

 During the November 27th launch, the balloon was accidentally released during the 

filling process, and we failed to launch our payload. Therefore, we planned another launch on 

December 5th. During this second launch the payload transmitted live data to the base station, 

allowing us to livestream the progress of our flight. While the payload was not recovered, the 

team did successfully receive live data during the flight at the base station. We received eight 

minutes and thirty-seven seconds of transmitted data from our payload, which was displayed 
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using the ThinkSpeak API. We gathered seven different data feeds from the following sensors: 

barometric pressure, low pressure, temperature, UV, CO2, and ozone levels. The values from the 

sensors were in the expected range, except the NO and UV sensor which issues. With the NO 

sensor failure and the UV data needing more readings to make sense. This data made the launch 

somewhat successful as we confirmed the functionality of the radio transmission and gathered 

data for a portion of the flight.  

For our March 20th ground test, we were able to successfully test our system and 

achieved our desired results. Our wireless communication system performed well, and the base 

station received data from the payload for the majority of the test. Our payload sensors also 

worked without error, providing us with a reference set of data to compare to the data recovered 

at the base station and evaluate the system’s performance. While data collected during the 

ground test is insignificant to understanding GHGs in our atmosphere, we proved our system is 

capable of collecting it. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1 Significance 

 Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions are a major concern to the environment and society. 

They contribute to climate change by trapping heat in the atmosphere, raising the temperature of 

the planet. GHG emissions also pollute the air which harms the health of people and the 

environment. Human activity has been the main contributor in recent times due to burning fossil 

fuels and industrial growth. In the United States, gross GHG emissions have increased by 2 

percent since 1990 and fluctuate due to multiple factors such as changes in the economy (EPA). 

High Altitude Air Balloons travel to the upper atmosphere where sensor readings on the GHG 

levels can be taken. This project aims to study the GHG emissions over New England to see how 

they change over the course of several years by launching a HAB semiannually. 

1.2 Scope 

 The two major goals for this iteration of the project were successful collection of 

a full launch’s worth of data and capturing real-time information from the ground during the 

flight of the high-altitude balloon (HAB). Reliable data collection is important for monitoring 

long term the level of GHG in New England’s atmosphere, but past teams had issues collecting 

data for most of the flights due to issues with the payload’s electronics and software. Real-time 

data transmission made it possible for observers to follow the flight, allowed us to gain a better 

understanding of what is happening to the payload in flight, as well as allow for a partial data 

recording if the payload is not recovered. This will be accomplished by the inclusion of a newly 

created base station.  

The base station consists of a receiving antenna that will be aided by a rotating platform 

with a motor attached. This motor circuit will include a motor driver, a stepper motor, boost 
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converters, and an ESP32 microcontroller. The payload included sensors for ultraviolet light 

(UV), ozone, nitrous oxide, and carbon dioxide levels. We included other sensors in our payload 

to monitor its position and environment with temperature, altitude, pressure, and global 

positioning system (GPS) sensors. A GoPro was used for taking video, and a SpotTracker to 

monitor GPS coordinates and trajectory of the payload in real-time for payload retrieval. A chute 

release was added to shorten the flight time after burst to enable easier retrieval of the payload. 

The Bolton Long Ranger was our chosen antenna for the base station, and the Eifagur 12 inch 

LoRa antenna for the payload transmitter. Data received at the base station was graphed in real-

time using MathWorks ThingSpeak API.      

 

Chapter 2. Background 

2.1 Literature Review 

 At the beginning of this project, our priority was to understand how previous teams were 

unable to consistently achieve a full flight's worth of data. After reading their reports and talking 

with the previous team over a Zoom call, we learned that the most significant issues were sudden 

changes to the sensors’ operation in flight and being unable to maintain a stable wireless signal 

with the payload in flight. Therefore, we sought to diagnose and find solutions to these problems. 

We also did review some online resources regarding balloon operations and long range 

communications systems in order to familiarize ourselves with the concepts and products we 

would need. Using these resources as guides, we investigated multiple products on the market 

that might be suitable and performed comparative analyses. 
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2.2 Interviews 

The team interviewed three professors during the course of the project. The first 

interview was with ECE Professor Wyglinski on data transmission and choosing suitable 

components. The professor suggested LoRa for the project, but with the future goal of sending 

live visual information, it did not fit. The interview with ECE Professor Pahlavan centered 

around data transmission, antennae options, as well as the viability of a base station. The last 

interview conducted was with Professor Richard Eason, a professor with experience running 

multiple HAB launches, who provided advice on payload design and details regarding his past 

launches. 

Chapter 3. Methodology 

3.1 Real-Time Data Transmission 

To collect data mid-flight of our balloon launch, we needed to establish a wireless 

connection with the payload. This is a difficult task because wireless communications at 

extended ranges suffer from the signal loss effects of radio wave propagation. We used the Friis 

equation to determine our ideal frequency of operation. Using the Friis Equation (Equation 1), 

we kept the transmit power and both antenna’s directivities constant to maximize the power 

received at the receiver by maximizing our signal wavelength, or by minimizing our signal 

frequency.  

 

Equation 1: The Friis Equation 

 Therefore, we needed to design a wireless system able to operate at the lowest 

frequencies possible and with the largest amount of transmitting power and high antenna gains to 
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achieve the best possible coverage area of our system. We chose to solve this problem by 

creating a one-way, wireless communication system, consisting of a small, omnidirectional 

antenna operating at low frequencies mounted to the payload and a stationary base station on the 

ground, equipped with a high gain, low frequency, directional antenna which will be attached to 

a stepper motor rotating around the horizontal axis to maintain directional pointing at the 

balloon. To operate this antenna system, we needed two radios which operate at the same 

frequencies so we can properly modulate and demodulate our data along with two computers that 

interface with the radios to send and receive digital data.  

3.2 Base Station 

 Our base station consists of a directional receiving antenna (Rx), a 360 degree, 

horizontally rotating platform, a high torque stepper motor and motor driver system, a receiving 

radio module, a 3-foot coaxial cable, a power supply with a 120VAC to 24VDC converter, an 

ESP32 microcontroller, and a small wooden frame. When designing this base station, we took 

into consideration the size, weight, stability, and ease of assembly for the overall device. This led 

us to create a portable, lightweight, yet functional base station.   

3.2.1 Antenna 

The receiving antenna that we purchased for this project was Bolton Technical’s Long 

Ranger, which featured a large range of operating frequencies (600 MHz-6500 MHz) and high 

gains across all frequencies (8-15 dBi @ 600-960 MHz, 20-28 dBi @ 1700-2200 MHz, 10-26 

dBi @ 3000-6500 MHz). We chose to operate in the lowest frequency band because lower radio 

frequencies lose less power when propagating through free space and there is an ISM band at 

902-928 MHz so, we will not be violating any FCC spectrum regulations by operating in that 

band. In order to maintain the directional beam of the antenna focused on the balloon, we will 
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use the GPS tracker inside the payload to send positional updates to the base station which will 

then determine the correct direction and amount for the antenna to turn to track the balloon’s 

movement. If the motor is not operational, we will still be able to manually direct the antenna 

using handheld compasses and some basic trigonometry. 

3.2.2 Frame and Motor 

 When designing our frame, we focused on achieving our goals of stability and 360-

degree horizontal rotation while also minimizing weight and space. We chose to make our frame 

out of 4-ply, 15/32” plywood because it is cheap, light, yet sturdy enough to not break under 

moderate stress. For the size of the frame, we needed it to large enough to be stable when 

supporting the antenna, but small enough to be reasonably carried if the base station location was 

inaccessible by road. Therefore, we chose to make the base station frame 31.25 cm by 31.25 cm 

by 33 cm, which can be reasonably carried by hand and the combination of its weight and size 

provide enough stability for our antenna.  
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Figure 1: Schematic Drawing of our Base Station 

 

Figure 2: Picture of the completed Base Station 

The inside of the frame is hollow, except for the motor platform and the stepper motor-

driver circuit. To achieve the goal of 360 degrees of horizontal rotation, we used two square 

pieces of plywood with a Lazy Susan sandwiched between them, with a stepper motor attached 
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to the center of the top plate only. A Lazy Susan is a circular metal disk that rotates over a 

circular ring of ball bearings, which we used to rotate the antennae. We chose to purchase a 12-

inch Lazy Susan with a 1,000-pound capacity, so that it fit nearly perfectly on top of our frame 

while removing any concerns about the weight of the antenna affecting its rotation. In order to 

attach the stepper motor to only the topmost plate of the frame, we cut a hole in the lower plate 

beneath the Lazy Susan, so that the axle of the motor could get through. To attach the axle to the 

top plate, we used a flange mount to mount it to the underside of the top plate. The size of this 

flange mount depends on the size of the motor axle. When choosing the motor, we concluded 

that a stepper motor would best fit our needs. Our requirements for the motor were a slow 

turning radius, high angular precision, and high torque. We wanted our antenna to turn slowly 

and with high precision because the balloon will be far enough away from the base station that 

there will be a slow rate of angular change between the two objects. We also wanted a high 

holding and moving torque because the antenna weighs around 9 lbs. and it is two feet above the 

motor, so it has the potential to create high torque against the motor in windy conditions. 

Therefore, the stepper motor we chose was STEPPERONLINE’s Low Current Nema 23 CNC 

Stepper Motor, with a rated current of 1.8A and a holding torque of 340oz.in/2.4Nm. It also 

features a 1.8-degree angle change per step, allowing us to make small changes in our antenna’s 

pointing direction. The motor is equipped with an 8 mm wide, D-cut axle that can fit into a 5mm 

flange mount, which we purchased. To operate this motor, we purchased STEPPERONLINE’s 

CNC Stepper Motor Driver, rated from 1.0-4.2A and 20-50VDC. This motor driver connects to 

the motor’s leads and the power supply to properly regulate the power to the motor and protect 

our microcontroller from the dangers of excess current from the motor. The motor driver takes in 

5V digital logic pulses as control signals into its circuit, so we must use 3.3V to 5V boost 
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converters with our ESP32 to generate the necessary voltage for the control signals from the 

ESP32 because the ESP32 is a 3.3V microcontroller. The ESP32 will be programmed to receive 

an input latitude and longitude coordinate from an SPI connection and then compare it to its 

own, known coordinates and then generate the correct compass bearing necessary to point the 

antenna at the payload. After this calculation, the ESP32 will determine the correct direction and 

amount to turn the antenna by operating the stepper motor with the ESP32’s Pulse Width 

Modulated (PWM) signal generator. For the compass bearings to be accurate, the ESP32 will 

need to be aligned with true North or otherwise be told its initial direction of pointing, which will 

be done by our team prior to operation of the base station. 

 

Figure 3: Close view of Base Station frame 
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Figure 4: Inside view of the Base Station with the motor and motor driver inside 

3.2.3 Location of Base Station 

After finishing the base station, the team needs to pick a suitable location for our base 

station. An ideal base station should have two features: located around the middle of the 

balloon’s flight path and located in an open area, maximizing the amount of visible sky, like a 

field or mountain top. Both features aim to avoid interference from other radio emitters and 

physical objects to receive high-quality feedback from the balloon. 

 To choose a base station site, our team used a balloon flight simulation website to 

simulate our balloon’s flight path so that we could find a location closely under the predicted 

center of the flight path. This website is Cambridge University’s Spaceflight Landing Predictor, 

which is a free software used to predict the flight of latex balloons up to a week in advance. The 

reason for it only being able to predict one week ahead is due to the volatility of weather and 

https://predict.habhub.org/
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wind patterns that change yearly. To use this software, we do need to know some details about 

the balloon like its launch location, launch time, ascent rate, burst altitude, and descent rate. In 

order to perform these calculations, we utilized the High-Altitude Science Balloon Performance 

Calculator, which produces the ascent rate, burst altitude, ascent time, and the amount of helium 

required for the balloon given the balloon’s size in grams, the payload weight, and positive lift. 

With this information, we can produce and plot the KML files produced by the software to see 

both the burst location and predicted landing location. An example of this is seen in Figure 5, 

which shows the results of our flight simulations leading up to our first launch.  

  However, leading up to each launch and before accurate simulation results could be 

produced, we rely on simulations that were a week away from the current day and updated every 

few days to decide our base station location. The team initially chose Mt. Holyoke as the primary 

base station due to its height, moderate accessibility, and its location around the center of the 

flight paths of previous launches. We also identified another potential base station site at Mt. 

Greylock, since it had many of the same characteristics Mt. Holyoke, plus it featured an auto 

road and higher elevation. We initially decided to choose Mt. Holyoke as our primary base 

station location since it was closer to the predicted flight path of previous years’ simulations and 

it was easy to get to, being only a 30 minute hike from a parking lot. However, as the first launch 

date approached and the weather can change quite quickly, Mt. Holyoke became unusable as a 

base station location because it would be too far from the predicted flight path. Therefore, we 

elected to not make a final decision for each flight’s base station location until accurate 

predictions can be produced. Once we have consistent results for the balloon’s expected path, as 

seen in Figure 5, we begin using satellite maps to scan the landscape beneath our expected flight 

path because we are looking for large, open spaces at high altitudes. Using this method, we are 

http://tools.highaltitudescience.com/
http://tools.highaltitudescience.com/
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able to find public parks and other public lands that we can use with permission from the local 

government. These potential locations must be within 2-4 miles of the expected flight path so 

that our base station will be in range of payload when also considering the vertical distance. 

 

Figure 5: The 6 flight paths predicted by our simulations over multiple days leading up to our first launch attempt, with burst 

location and landing site 

3.3 Payload Communication 

 To use our receiving base station, we need a functional radio transmitter operating aboard 

the payload. We chose a 12-inch, waterproof, omnidirectional antenna to attach to the payload. 

Eifagur’s Waterproof 4dBi LoRa Gateway antenna operates at 900-930 MHz with 4 dBi of gain 

which perfectly fits in with the operating range of the Long Ranger and the ISM band. In 

addition, this antenna can survive upper atmospheric climates and it transmits in all directions, 

meaning that the orientation of the payload will not affect the reception of our signal at the base 

station. It has a maximum transmit power of 50W, but we cannot exceed 250mW to stay within 

FCC regulations.  
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3.3.1 Radios 

 Our two antennas both need to be attached to radios that can perform the conversion and 

modulation of digital data into a passband radio signal. We decided to purchase two identical 

radios so that compatibility between the radios would not be an issue. The radio we choose will 

also need to be able to have a RP-SMA female coaxial cable connection so that it can connect to 

the antennas by N type female to RP-SMA male connector cable. The radio we selected was 

Digi’s XBEE-PRO 900HP radio module, which has features like a frequency band of 902-928 

MHz, a RP-SMA female connector, a low receiver sensitivity (-101 to -110 dBm), variable data 

rates (10 Kbps or 100 Kbps), an SPI interface, and multiple network topology options. This radio 

advertised a wireless communication range of up to 9 miles in an outdoor setting, which is the 

exact type of performance we want for our radio. The only downside to using this radio is that its 

pin connectors are designed to fit into a proprietary development board, also developed by Digi. 

This makes it nearly impossible to properly interface with the radio without the boards and these 

development boards possess micro-B USB ports, allowing us to use our computers to digitally 

interface with them. We purchased two XBee THT Groove Development Boards so that we 

could program both radios easily and they also enable our computers to send data to and receive 

from the radios.  

To program our radio’s settings, we decided to use Digi’s XCTU software. This software 

is designed for interfacing with and managing multiple Digi radio modules, with the capability to 

handle complex networks. Since our network is simple, we did not use any of these advanced 

settings. After connecting the radio module to the development board and plugging it into a 

computer, the XCTU software scans and connects to our radio module using an USB serial port 

connection over the USB cable. The default values for this serial connection are 9600 bits per 
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second, 8 data bits, No Parity, one stop bit, and no flow control. For this system to work, our 

Windows PC also needs to know which serial port the radio is on since most Windows PCs can 

handle multiple serial connections at once. The correct port can be identified by plugging and 

unplugging the device and seeing which COM ports appear and disappear in Windows’ Device 

Manager under the Ports list. Once the radio has been identified by XCTU, we are able to see 

and change every setting that the radio has, however, we only made changes to the Network ID 

and Node ID. We made the Network ID of both radios to be the same, unique value so that we 

could ensure they were on a network by themselves and not interfering with other networks. The 

Node ID is just a simple text name so one node was called “Payload” and the other “Base 

Station''. Some other notable settings that we did not use are the API Mode, Tx Power level, and 

Channel Mask. This radio comes with an API that is useful when dealing with complex 

networks, but that is not something we need so we decided to choose the simplest option, which 

is Application Transparent Mode. In this mode, all data coming in and out of the radio is 

unaltered or otherwise processed; all of the data is passed through from the input to the antenna 

and vice versa. When choosing the Tx Power level, we want the maximum because it maximizes 

our transmission range which is also the default setting. The maximum transmit power of this 

radio is 250mW, which is the maximum allowed power by the FCC. Lastly, the Channel Mask 

allows us to selectively use certain channels within our radios Frequency Hopping algorithm. We 

left this on its default since we did not have any reason to change it since the default is using all 

but one of the channels available.  

3.3.2 Python Code and Computer Interface 

 The final component of our communication system is the computer software that will 

perform the digital processing and formatting of our data in real-time. We achieve this by using a 
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Raspberry Pi 4 inside the payload and a laptop PC at the base station. The Raspberry Pi 4 

handles the data from the sensors and Arduino and it also interfaces with the XBee radio through 

a serial communications port, which is enabled by a set of Linux drivers available on Digi’s 

website and Windows drivers from Silicon Labs. The laptop at the base station receives the 

transmitted data from the XBee radio through its own serial communications port. Any Windows 

PC running Windows 10 or later should already have the necessary drivers installed to receive 

the data from the radio. To process that data, we chose to use a set of Python scripts. We created 

three python scripts with the names: Main.py, Plotting.py, and Bearing.py. Main.py is 

responsible for opening the correct COM port with the same serial connection setting as the 

radio, reading in the serial data as it comes in, and then it appends the data to the text file 

Basedata.txt. 

  Plotting.py first opens Basedata.txt and reads in the lines of text in the file, starting from 

the first line up to the most current line as they are written in. After the line is read in, a series of 

12 ‘if’ statements check the first 7-8 characters of the line to see if they are a match to the 

leading characters around one of our 11 fields of data: Pressure, Exterior Temperature, Altitude, 

Ozone, Carbon Dioxide, Ultraviolet Light, Nitrogen Oxide, Interior Temperature, Interior 

Pressure, Latitude, and Longitude. We included some redundant sensors to ensure the validity of 

our data, like an extra altitude sensor. If a match is found, the line of text has all of the leading 

and lagging characters stripped off and the remaining numbers are then converted from text into 

integers or floats. These pieces of data are then stored in their respective data lists. The data lists 

are kept as global lists inside the plotting.py file before we send them to our live data 

visualization. To display our data in real-time, we utilized MathWorks’ ThingSpeak API, which 

is a free, online software which allows us to input up to 8 different fields of data to be displayed 

https://hub.digi.com/support/products/xctu/?path=/support/asset/linux-and-mac-os-x-drivers-provided-by-ftdi/
https://www.silabs.com/developers/usb-to-uart-bridge-vcp-drivers
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live. To get our data into ThingSpeak, we needed to send it as a JSON object in the form of a 

URL containing our data. We send the last element of each data list, which is embedded into a 

single URL, to ThingSpeak every 5 minutes because that is the fastest setting for the free 

software.  

Some changes were made to plotting.py near the end of the project to allow for it to plot 

data itself, because the timing limitation of ThingSpeak made it impossible to use for any data 

taken at a faster rate than that. These changes included importing the new libraries of Matplotlib, 

Numpy, and CSV; these libraries allowed us to do the necessary data analysis and plotting of our 

data. This included tasks like ensuring the sizes of the data lists are the same as the time index 

list, removing null values, and exporting the data into a CSV file which can then be further 

analyzed in other programs like Microsoft Excel. We     

 Our last Python file, bearing.py, is a simple program that allows the user to input two 

different latitude and longitude coordinates and it returns the compass bearing that would result 

from standing at point 1 and looking towards point 2. This is a vital program since it allows us to 

determine the direction in which to point the base station antenna to best capture the signal being 

sent by our payload in flight. 

 

3.4 Payload 

 One of our main goals for this project was to have a full flight's worth of data recorded by 

the payload and sent to the base station. To achieve this goal, we made several design changes to 

the payload. These changes include adding more sensors to the payload, ensuring the box is well 

insulated, and improving the radio communication.  
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3.4.1 Payload Construction 

When constructing the payload, we made a few changes to the previous year's design. We 

wanted to ensure that the inside of the payload stayed warm enough to keep the electronic 

components within their operating temperature. We opted to use a slightly smaller payload box 

so that when we put together the payload, there was less empty space needed to be kept warm. 

Most of the sensors had to be exposed outside the payload to the cold, but we added insulation 

behind the exposed sensors and used a smaller protoboard to keep the inside of the payload 

warm.  

 
Figure 6: March Launch Payload box 

Another addition was to eliminate a breadboard within the payload, replacing it with 

protoboards and soldered joints. As a team we were concerned about wires coming loose during 

flight. The previous team used a breadboard to connect many of the wires, which tend to come 

loose with vibration. Considering this, we changed the wire connections to be soldered onto a 

proto-board which is far less likely to lose connection. In addition to soldering onto the proto-

board, we used crimp-on connectors for wires that would need to be frequently disconnected. We 
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also used hot glue to ensure that jumper wire remained connected. These connector types will 

ensure that the wires are much less likely to become disconnected mid-flight.  

The parachute attachment system was also changed. We added a Chute release which is a 

device that will release the parachute a set distance above the ground. This way after the balloon 

pops the parachute will not open until it is 10,000 feet above the ground. This ensures that the 

distance between the bust site and the landing site is much smaller. We did this to try to prevent 

the balloon from going farther than predicted. We also included a radar reflector per FAA 

regulations.  

3.4.2 Overview of Payload Systems 

 On Board the payload there are many electronic components that work together to gather 

sensor data, save that data on-board, and transmit data to the base station. Figure 6 below shows 

the path that the data takes on board the payload. First data from five sensors is read and 

processed by the Arduino. The Arduino will do the initial processing of the sensor data and then 

send that data to the Raspberry Pi serially. The Raspberry Pi will read the serial input from the 

Arduino and then do some additional data processing and read the data from additional sensors. 

It will then write the sensor data as well as some status data to an onboard log file. It will then 

process the data to be sent to the radio and send it serially to the Xbee radio module. The radio is 

connected to an on-board antenna which transmits to the base station. All these components need 

to work together to ensure that for each launch we get as much data as possible from our flight. 
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Figure 7: Data flow On-Board the Payload 

3.4.3 Payload Sensors 

 For the payload design we had to pick sensors that were likely to continue functioning 

throughout the entire flight and produce accurate data. To this we had a few criteria for our 

sensors: they had to work with our Raspberry Pi or Arduino, they had to work in cooler 

temperatures, and read data within the correct range for each sensor. The primary types of data 

we wanted to gather from our launches were: pressure, temperature, altitude, CO2 concentration, 

ozone concentration, UV index, methane concentration, and NO concentration. We were not able 

to find a good NO or Methane sensor that read just a NO or a Methane value and was not a 

combination gas sensor. Which may be an improvement that another team could make. We also 

added some secondary sensor data which was less critical but served either as a backup to 

preexisting sensor value or as an additional value. For these launches, generally, the primary 
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sensors were read by the Arduino and the secondary sensors were read by the Raspberry Pi. The 

separation between the sensor readings was done because the Arduino was unable to read the 

GPS values because it had to be read in UART over USB. The auxiliary temperature and 

pressure sensors were also read on the Pi, which can read values from only a few sensors. This 

was done to keep the sensor’s power draw from the Arduino within specifications. 

 

 

Figure 8: Function Block Diagram of our Payload-Base Station wireless communications system.
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Table 1: Specifications of Payload Sensors 

Sensor  Operation 
Range  (-°C) 

Voltage 
Input (V) 

Sensor Data Range Output   
Type  

Selection Reason 

Jtek BMP180   
(Barometric,   

Pressure, Temp.) 

-40 - 85  3.3 - 5  Pressure: 300hPa - 1100hPa 
Altitude: 0 - 30,000ft 

Digital (I2C) Temperature  range, 
support libraries 

DFROBOT   
Gravity V1.2   

(CO2) 

-20 - 50  3.7 - 5  CO2: 0-10000ppm 
± 100ppm @ 400ppm 

Analog Temperature range, 
simple usage 

GUVA-S12D   
(UV)  

-30 - 85  2.7 - 5.5 Uses a UV index of 0-10 Analog Temperature  range, 
simple usage 

MiCS-5524 (Methane) -30 - 85  5  CO ( ~ 1 to 1000 ppm), Ammonia (~ 1 
to 500 ppm), Ethanol (~ 10 to 500 ppm), 

H2 (~ 1 - 1000 ppm), and Methane / 
Propane / IsoButane ( ~ 1,000 ppm) 

Analog Temperature range, 
simple usage 

Gravity I2C (O3)  -20 - 50  3.3 - 5.5 O3: 0-10ppm resolution of 10ppb Digital (I2C)  Temperature  range, 
simple usage 

YIC 3155-
YIC93030PGMFGG-

U8-N-ND 
(GPS) 

-40 - 85 2.8 - 5.5 Position accuracy: ~2.5m depends on 
number of reachable satellites 

Digital (UART) Use of multiple 
satellite networks to 

gain accuracy 

One-Wire Temperature -55 - 125 3 - 5.5 -10°C to +85°C ±0.5°C accuracy Analog Temperature range 

MS5803-14BA 
High Resolution Pressure 

Sensor 

-40 - 85 1.8 - 3.6 0 to 14 Bar at a resolution of 0.2mBar Digital(I2C) Pressure range and 
resolution 

Table 1: Specifications of Payload Sensors
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On board the payload there are two different computers for processing the sensor data. 

The first computer, the Arduino, inputs the raw sensor data and performs calculations to ensure 

the data has the correct units. We rewrote the Arduino code from previous teams to run more 

efficiently and utilize newly available libraries. The Arduino reads the data from the barometric 

pressure sensor, the UV sensor, the CO2 sensor, the ozone sensor, and a combined gas sensor. 

Three of the sensors use analog input and the other two use SPI clock signals. In order to send 

the data to the Raspberry Pi, the Arduino adds heading info to each type of sensor data to 

indicate which sensor the data came from. The data then gets sent through the serial port where it 

is read by the Raspberry Pi. 

The Raspberry Pi reads data from additional sensors, saves the sensor data onboard the 

computer, and sends the sensor data to the radio. The three sensors read on board the Raspberry 

Pi are the pressure, temperature (both CPU temperature and external temperature), and GPS 

sensors. The Pi saves this sensor data as well as the data from the Arduino sensors in time-

stamped text files. These text files are read once the payload is retrieved to get all the sensor 

data. The smaller select amount of data is then serially out to the Xbee radio module. 

 Due to both the GPS module and the Arduino module having their own input clocks, 

threading was used in the Raspberry Pi code so they could both input data simultaneously. The 

code runs in three threads, one for the Arduino input, one for reading the Pi sensors, and one to 

transmit the data. The Arduino data thread reads in the input from the Arduino and saves it to a 

text file and a global variable. The Raspberry Pi sensor thread does something similar reading the 

sensor data and writing it to a text file and global variable. The Arduino thread reads in new data 

every 5 seconds and the Pi sensor data reads in new data once a second. The transmit thread 

reads the global variables and transmits them once a second. This allows for some redundancy in 

sending our Arduino data to ensure it is received.  
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A few tests were run on each sensor before integrating the sensors into the payload. We 

tested if each sensor was working within expected values for the ground level. This included 

checking for the expected values over several days and comparing them to our measured values. 

Next, we checked if the measured values adjusted when we changed the conditions the sensor 

was in, such as blowing on the CO2 sensor or putting the temperature sensor in the fridge. We 

also ran tests all the sensors working simultaneously. Lastly, we tested if the sensors could 

operate in reduced temperature environments by putting the sensors in the freezer and running 

them for about an hour. After fully testing the sensors, they were integrated with the rest of the 

payload. 

3.4.4 On-Board Data Storage and Transmission 

 Onboard our payload we had a couple of different ways we stored and transmitted data. 

We wanted to ensure that we had the best chance to get as much data as possible from each 

flight. To do this we stored data onboard in the form of log files and transmitted a shortened 

version of that data to the radio. The path that the data took can be seen in Figure 7: below.  

 
Figure 9: Diagram of Data Transmission from the Payload to the Base Station 

Our Payload code creates three log files that we saved on board the Raspberry Pi. One 

stores all the Arduino data as it comes into the Pi. This was done to keep a record of the data 
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coming from the Arduino and not just what was transmitted and to diagnose any failures coming 

from the Arduino. The next text file stores all the sensor data from the sensors connected to the 

Pi. This file is very similar to the Arduino sensor file but was kept separate. The last text file 

stores all the data that was transmitted by the Pi. This will help keep a record of what exactly was 

sent to the radio. All three files are time-stamped using the Raspberry Pi’s internal clock.   

3.5 Flight Logistics 

Table 2: List of Pre- and Post-launch Objectives per launch attempt 

Pre-Launch Post-Launch 

1. Weigh the payload 

2. Test communications system and sensors 

by using distance, time, and temperature 

tests 

3. Simulate HAB flight path 

4. Locate and confirm a suitable base station 

site 

5. Retrieve the necessary amount of helium 

for the HAB  

6. Assemble or acquire a radar reflector  

7. Select launch site and date and call ahead 

to reserve the space   

8. Activate Spot Tracker Account  

9. Send completed HIBAL form and 

simulated flight paths to 

Jerry.CTR.Rutherford@faa.gov or current 

FAA contact a week before launch 

10. Comply with instructions given by the 

FAA and call appropriate personnel at the 

discretion of the FAA. Previous contact 

was Jerry Rutherford (Cell:470-925-8277) 

11. Test payload electronics a final time prior 

to launch, especially the SPOT tracker 

12. Inflate the balloon and seal it 

13. Ensure the balloon is securely fastened or 

otherwise tied down during inflation                              

1. Track payload’s location using the Spot 

Tracker app 

2. Let Base Station Team know the balloon 

is in the air 

3. Base Station team starts monitoring for a 

signal 

4. Base Station teams stays at the location 

until data no longer comes in 

5. Launch team and Base Station team 

drives to the approximate landing site 

6. Monitor the location of the payload on the 

Spot Tracker app to see burst point and 

landing 

7. Wait for zero movements between 

positional updates to confirm landing 

location 

8. Retrieve payload 

Table 2: List of Pre- and Post-launch Objectives per launch attempt 

mailto:Jerry.CTR.Rutherford@faa.gov
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Chapter 4. Results 

4.1 November Launch  

 Our first planned launch of our balloon and payload was scheduled for November 21st, 

2021. When choosing our launch site, we decided to stick with the historical precedent of 

launching from Lincoln Park in Albany, NY. However, when we got in contact with Albany’s 

Parks and Recreations Department, they informed us that the park would be closed due to 

construction. Therefore, we located another park in Albany, Beverwyck Park, which was located 

about one mile to the North of Lincoln Park.  

 
Figure 10: Map of Albany showing both Lincoln Park and Beverwyck Park 

For our base station location, we decided to go with Petersburg Pass in Petersburg, NY. 

Petersburg Pass is an outdoors recreational area, located on a mountain pass in the Berkshire 

Mountains. From this pass, we have clear, unobstructed lines of sight on both the East and West 
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sides. Our sight lines to the North and South are obstructed by mountains so we would only be 

able to make a connection to the payload if the payload was significantly high enough to rise 

above the ridgeline. We thought that this would not be a significant issue since our flight 

simulations had the balloon traveling nearly directly overhead of the pass. We also did not need 

to contact any authorities about using Petersburg Pass since it is simply a dirt parking lot on top 

of the mountain pass.  

 
Figure 11: The predicted flight path of our balloon on Nov. 21st with Petersburg Pass marked 

On the day of the launch, we successfully arrived at the launch and base station sites in 

our respective teams. As the launch team was preparing the balloon and payload for launch, the 

balloon was accidentally let go while it was being filled. Since we did not have a spare balloon 

or enough helium left to fill another one, the launch was a failure and we decided to plan another 

launch for the near future. 

 Following the failure of this launch, we held meetings to discuss what went wrong and 

what could be improved for the next launch. In these meetings, we discussed potential solutions 

to the failure of the first launch. This included an improved tie off mechanism and tethering the 

balloon before the intended release; these methods were then used in the later launches. 

4.2 December Launch  

 Due to the failure of the first launch, we decided to do another launch two weeks after the 

original date, making our second launch date December 5th. For this launch date, we were better 

prepared, and we made a few changes. Those changes were changing our launch site, our base 
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station site, and improved payload code. When we went to do our second launch attempt, we 

started by running the flight simulations to better understand how the weather and wind patterns 

would change over the two weeks. We found that the winds would be much stronger in the 

Eastward direction, causing us to worry about the balloon ending up too far East and landing in 

the ocean.  

 
Figure 12: The predicted flight path of our balloon on Dec. 5th when launched from Albany 

 Due to these potentially troubling predictions, we thought it was best to move the launch 

site to the West, further inland, to hopefully have the balloon land on the land. However, we 

could not travel too far West because it had to be close enough to Worcester so we could get 

there in about 2-3 hours of driving so that we could launch and drive back without much 

difficulty. With this in mind, we chose a new launch site, Iorio Park in Cobleskill, NY. We were 

able to call the town and get permission to use the park with short notice, so we decided to 

choose this as our launch site. Using our new launch site in our flight simulator, we were able to 

determine a new base station site. We chose to use a new base station site at the Mt. Greylock 

Visitor Center. We moved the base station because from our previous launch, we saw that 

Petersburg Pass does not have good views to its North or South and therefore would likely miss 

the balloon because the newly projected flight path had the balloon traveling significantly farther 
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North or South of the pass. The Mt. Greylock Visitor Center has a large parking lot at the edge of 

an open field that looks West and North. The base station team decided, upon arriving, that the 

lower parking lot at the Visitor Center’s maintenance building had a better view North, which 

was where the balloon was projected to travel.      

                        

 
Figure 13: The predicted flight path of our balloon on Dec. 5th when launched from Cobleskill 

 Despite our precautions in moving the launch site our balloon still traveled further than 

intended. Throughout the flight we were unable to get GPS data from our onboard GPS tracker 

and got our first GPS signal when the payload landed. In Figure 14 below the payload landing 

site is marked by a red dot. Due to the payload landing in the Atlantic Ocean we were unable to 

retrieve the payload and the sensor data contained in it. We were however able to get data 

transmitted down from the payload during the middle of the flight. This data can be seen in 

Figures 15-21 below. 
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Figure 14: December Payload Landing Site 

 We got a total of 9 minutes of data transmitted down from the payload to our base station 

site. We got this data from 9:41:25 - 9:48:51 AM and 10:02:38 - 10:04:11 AM and at 6869 - 

7955m and 9301 - 9630m. The gap in receiving data was due to the antenna not being pointed 

directly at the payload because of the failure of our GPS tracker. We got altitude, temperature, 

pressure, CO2, Ozone, NO, and UV data. All but the NO and UV data lines up with the expected 

values for that altitude. 
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Figure 15: Transmitted Altitude Data 

 

 
Figure 16: Transmitted External Temperature Data 

 
Figure 17: Transmitted Barometric Pressure Data 
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Figure 18: Transmitted CO2 Data 

 
Figure 19: Transmitted Ozone Data 

The NO data remained constant, and this is possibly due to a sensor failure which can be 

seen in Figure 20 below. We were unable to retrieve the payload, we could not perform further 

tests on the sensor. 
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Figure 20: Transmitted NO Data 

 The UV sensor gave very inconsistent and unreadable values. On the ground the UV 

sensor tests were consistent but weren’t as sensitive as hoped. The UV index was intended to go 

from 1-10 indicating the UV levels. During the actual flight the only values we got from the 

sensor were 0 and 1 although this may be due to the small data window. 

 
Figure 21: Transmitted UV Index Value 

 For our spring launch we added an additional GPS sensor to give us another fail safe in 

case we do not get a signal from our SPOT tracker onboard the payload as happened in this 

launch. We also edited and rewrote the payload to include error conditions in case of sensor 

failure.  
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4.3 March Ground Test 

 For the March launch, our team performed a ground test on Mount Wachusett. This 

decision was made due to a helium shortage that delayed us and inclement weather on the day of 

the planned launch, March 19th, 2022. For this ground test, we decided to simulate the 

conditions of a launch and flight as much as possible. To do this, we set up a base station at the 

bottom of Mount Wachusett And we had one team hike to the top of the mountain and back 

down again with the transmitting payload. We designed this test to verify our payload’s ability to 

collect sensor data, the accuracy of those sensors, and our radio transmission system. 

 The results of this test were sufficient to prove that our system works as we intended it to. 

We were able to collect data from all our sensors with no errors in their operation. While hiking 

our payload up a mountain does not subject it to the same conditions it would experience in the 

upper atmosphere, this test did prove that our payload would likely work in those conditions 

because the only potential failure point remaining for the system would be a physical 

disconnection of the payload electronics caused by a shock from turbulent winds, which we also 

have protected against. Looking at Figures 22-27, we can see the data that we collected at both 

the base station and aboard the payload. In this data, we can see how our base station did not 

perfectly recover the same data that was recorded on the payload. This is most apparent in the 

time scale of all our base station data because each packet sent by the payload included a time 

stamp and we did not recover all these timestamps, nor did we have enough data to associate 

each piece of data to a timestamp in a 1:1 ratio. That means that parts of a packet or even whole 

packets were dropped between the payload and base station. This makes the base station data 

somewhat unreliable since we cannot be sure of the timing accuracy of the data. To plot our data, 

we had to fill in these missing values using previously recorded ones so that we had a 1:1 ratio 

with our time indices. We did this by checking the length of each data list against the time list 
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each time a new piece of data was read in and then repeating the previous data value until the 

difference in the time and data list was one, and then we add in the new piece data, making the 

lists equal. However, since we were sending a packet every second from the payload, we are still 

able to see the trends and overall changes in the graphs, so we are assuming that this timing error 

is small but not insignificant. This set of data is not actual climate data that we would analyze for 

GHGs, so we do not care about the timing error in this test.  

 From the ground test, we got CO2 data, but it was not a complete data set which can be 

seen in Figure 22. Our CO2 sensor does not read below 400 ppm accurately and we only got a 

few readings above this mark. This was not an issue with our December launch data and is most 

likely an issue with our ground test. 

 
Figure 22: CO2 Data from the Base Station and Payload 

 The payload also recorded the Ozone and UV index values which can be seen in Figure 

23 and Figure 24 below which show values consistent with what we were expecting. These 

graphs display a clear picture of when we were receiving data on the base station versus when 

signal was lost.  
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Figure 23: Ozone Data from the Base Station and Payload 

 
Figure 24: UV Data the Base Station and Payload 

  The pressure data from the payload is shown in Figure 25 below. On-board the 

payload there were two pressure sensors, a barometric pressure sensor and a low pressure sensor.  

This data is as expected because we climbed up the mountain, which causes the pressure values 

to drop.  
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Figure 25: Barometric Pressure and Pressure Readings from the Base Station and Payload 

 Similar to the pressure sensor the payload also had two temperature sensors. The BMP 

temperature was external to the payload and the one-wire sensor was internal. Figure 26 below 

shows this difference with the one-wire temperature signal having much less fluctuation. 

 
Figure 26: Temperature Values from the Base Station and Payload 

 The payload had two main ways of determining its altitude. The first method is calculated 

using the barometric pressure and temperature. The next method is using the GPS satellites. The 

calculated and GPS altitudes are very similar but the calculated one was slightly less accurate. 
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Although they both go up as the team hiked the mountain. These two altitude measurements can 

be seen in Figure 27. 

 
Figure 27: Calculated Altitude Values Versus GPS Altitude 

 Throughout the March test, the Payload GPS sensor collected data as we hiked the 

mountain, while also transmitting to the base station. This data shows where we lost and 

regained signal and gives indication as to why. Figure 28 shows the GPS data received at the 

base station. It has gaps in data when the payload was on the other side of the mountain or being 

obscured by trees. Which simulates what we would have received inflight. Figure 29 shows all 

the GPS data the payload actually recorded and gives a better indication of the path it took. 

Figure 30 and Figure 31 compare our GPS data and the path we actually hiked. We can see how 

accurate our GPS data we received and recorded on-board was to the actual position of the 

payload. Considering the relatively small scale of the ground test, the GPS sensor was extremely 

accurate. 
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Figure 28: Base Station GPS data 

 
Figure 29: Payload GPS data 
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Figure 30: Payload GPS Data Overlaid on a Trail Map 

 

 

 
Figure 31: Base Station Received GPS Data Overlaid on a Trail Map 
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5. Conclusion & Recommendations 

5.1 Achievement of Initial Scope  

At the conclusion of this project, we realized our goals of real-time data transmission and 

increased reliability in the collection of data. Our Dec. 5th launch proved our real-time data 

transmission system is functional, and even works through some tree cover as seen in the Mar. 

20th ground test. While we did not gather direct evidence that our data would be reliably 

collected in flight on Dec. 5th due to our lost payload, the Mar. 20th ground test did prove that 

our sensors could collect data for about two hours without issue; the data was all saved and 

recovered at the end of the test. We also did drop the payload a few times during the ground test 

to evaluate its resistance to shock and found that those shock tests did not affect the payload’s 

operation at all.  

 In the future, the project can be further developed to make the wireless communications 

system more robust and add additional features to the payload. At the end of the project, we were 

unable to get the ESP32 and the motor operational. We ran out of time to complete this task due 

to the large amount of logistical work that is necessary for each launch. Before we had to cancel 

our last launch, we were unable to find helium easily due to a helium shortage in the area in 

addition to our previous supplier of helium, Michael’s Party Rentals, deciding to suddenly stop 

selling helium. Luckily, we were able to find helium in time for our launch from another 

supplier, Liberty Supply Inc. This caused us to lose the time in which we would have worked on 

the motor to be spent instead on securing the logistics for our last launch. Moving on, we did 

physically implement the motor system in the base station so future teams only have to program 

a microcontroller in order to make the system operational. Another note on this issue is that the 

next team will not have the ESP32 because it belongs to one of the current team members and 

they will be taking it back at the end of the project. The base station can be improved by finding 
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a larger antenna that has more signal gain in addition to operating at lower frequencies. We 

discussed the possibility of getting an amateur HAM TV license as it would allow us to send 

information at around 440 MHz which would give our wireless system additional range but, 

potentially at the cost of a lower data rate. Another way that the base station could be improved 

is by adding in an additional motor to move the antenna in the vertical direction. This new motor 

would allow the antenna to rotate vertically which would result in its directional pointing being 

more accurate, which will in turn increase the received signal strength from the payload. This 

will have the ultimate effect of increasing the transmission range of our system in addition to 

increasing the amount of time we can receive data at the base station.  

 The improvements made to the payload helped to ensure that we achieved our major 

project goals. We added new sensors that ensured that our data was accurate, and we had the best 

chance to get good data from our launches. We also improved on wire connections and payload 

insulation. Future developments to the payload would involve finding more sensors for the NO 

and Methane gas measurements we were unable to do this year. We also suggest using the GPS 

sensor and some nichrome wire on board the Payload to terminate the flight if the balloon either 

goes too high or too far east. This would help to prevent landing where the payload cannot be 

retrieved.  

During this MQP, our team was able to decide on many launch and base station sites 

based on the simulation data for that particular day. We learned that the launch site location 

requires more permissions and planning than the base station sites. The launch sites should only 

be changed in cases of drastic simulation changes that would make a launch site no longer viable 

as happened in our December launch. Since the base station sites must be roughly in the middle 

of the flight path, that location changes quite often. Luckily, these sites require less permissions 

to use and take less time to set up.  
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One of the major obstacles we encountered during our last launch was a helium shortage. 

This made it so that most of the places we tried to buy helium were not able to sell it to us. This 

in combination with some of the simulation sites going down emphasized the need to both plan 

ahead but be flexible with our execution of this project.  
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